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This memorandum is submitted in connection with 
the appeals noted above, both of which are being taken 
from denials by the FBI of records it has concerning 
the murder of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 

1. Our obvious &Ind only concern is that release 
of FBI records in this case not impede the possible trial 
of James Earl Ray if the pending proceedings in the federal 
roux's rPrnit in his vithdrn-:.7inI the guilty plea earlier 
enLereci in suiLe court.. 4t 	bee ii., Litin uvula; CIMA,UL L. 
one of two ways - either by there beinq prejudicial pre-
trial publicity or by giving Eay and his counsel more 
records earlier than would be permitted under the criminal 
discovery rules applicable in Tennessee courts. These two 
concerns are reflected in exemptions 7(3) and 7(A), 
respectively and it is their applicability that is here 
at issue. 

2. At this writing, we must disclaim knowledge 
of two facts which are obviously relevant and which 
assume your Unit is determining: first, the extent to 
which the ten (10)requested items are rievant to the 
prosecution or d,:fense of Mr. Ray, either directly or 

. in connection with other items and, second, the extent, 
If any, to which any of the records has already been 
made public (see CDS appeal letter of 10/28/75, pp. 4-5). 
Our concern, of course, only goes to records which 
would be relevant to determining Fay's guilt and does 
not encompass records which are in the public .domatm 
already. 	 ; 
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3. Jeffrey Axelrad, the Civil Division's Pot exp
ert, 

tells me that there are no helpful decisions yet 
on 

exemptions 70) or '7('1). The AG's Memorandum of 
February 

1975 is not of much assistance, lther; indeed, it
 notes, 	• 

with respect to 7(11), that there is "no specific explanation 

of it . . . in the legislative history" (p. 8). Accordingly, 

we have little guidance to inform our judgment in
 this area. 

Nevertheless, this Division is greatly concerned 

by the possibility that pre-trial publicity could
 make 

trying Ray in a Tennessee court more difficult or
 impos-

sible if it comes to that. Such an occurrence would be 

, particularly bad if the publicity at issue were
 engendered 

in whole or in part by this Department's release of ma-

- terinls not now in the public domain. Accordi
ngly, we 

request your office to recommend against disclosu
re of 

any records which (a) bear on hay's guilt or innocence 

and (b) are not now themselves items of public record. 

I rocnIzs elct 	 e!,  to .;- ,-11,-.r releer.,  

of a record will "deprive a person or a rignt to a 
tair 

trial" or "interfere with enforcement proceedings
" are 

inherently speculative. In this case, the import
ance to 

the nation of a proper resolution of the responsi
bility 

for Dr. Ring's death make it imperative that this
 Depart-

ment exercise the greatest caution in releasing m
g2rials 

which could affect or be used in subsequent court
 pro-

ceedings. 

The facts that Ray's appeal is currently pending 

before the Sixth Circuit and that the decision ca
nnot, 

of course, be predicted does not obviate our conc
ern, 

but is instead the major source of concern, since
 it is 

this proceeding which wakes concrete the pos
sibility 

of a trial. This differs from a case in which a 
con-

victed criminal has not actually petitioned for h
abeas 

corpus. Lel:using to disclose here would not net 
a 

precedent requiring that no criminal files be dis
closed 
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if habeas im possible, for with most habeas petitions, 
the trial has occurred and all evidence is already in 
the public domain, 21/ whereas-  here, there has not yet 
been a trial. 

• 4. Our concerns would be diminished if Ray 
formally joined in Lesar's reauest and were clearly 
put on notice that his requesting and obtaining records 
(a) would obligate DJ to provide the same materials to 
others under the Act, and (b) should be seen as a waiver 
of "pretrial publicity" rights at least with respect to 
the records released. 

5. Once your staff.han finiahed its analysis of 
the records requested,-how they implicate Ray and whether 
any has been made public, please share that with this 
Division prior to making a recommendation to the Deputy 
Attorney General. Aast:-.21nt Attorney General Pottin-rer 
iW avked we it, 141,k4.0 t4aL 4u 4ou 	upvurLunity Lu cuu- 
older personally the facts of these requests and make 
a recomendation to the Deputy Attorney General if 
warranted. 

*/ Indeed, many habeas petitioners would be seeking 
essentially to have evidence admitted in the first . 
trial (and thereby public) excluded during a second 
trial. 


